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Abstract—The theory of linguistic dynamic system (LDS) 
focuses on modeling, analysis, control and evaluation of 
complex systems at a linguistic level through computing with 
words. The concepts, frameworks and methods in conventional 
dynamic systems (CDS) are adopted in research of LDS. This 
paper is concerned about linguistic controller design of LDS 
upon cell mapping concept. In view of the studies of controller 
design for type-I and type-II LDS and optimal fuzzy controller 
design and tuning methods based on cell-to-cell mapping, two 
approaches to construct optimal linguistic controller for LDS 
using cell-to-cell mapping techniques are outlined in this paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

To deal with large complex systems effectively with 
linguistic human knowledge, the theory of linguistic 
dynamic system is introduced by Wang [1]-[4], which is 
suitable for modeling, analysis and synthesis of knowledge-
based systems, expert systems etc. Since then many efforts 
have been made on this area. Wang outlined a computational 
theory for LDS that is computationally feasible by fusing 
procedures and concepts from different areas: Kosko's 
geometric interpretation of fuzzy sets, Hsu's cell-to-cell 
mappings in nonlinear analysis, Zadeh's computing with 
words, dynamic programming in optimal control theory 
etc[5]. The basic research contents, research methods and 
computational framework of LDS are proposed. As proposed 
in [6], one special kind of LDS is fuzzy dynamic systems. 
Two types of fuzzy dynamic systems, which are then 
regarded as special case of type-I LDS and type-II LDS, can 
be generated form CDS by means of fuzzy extension 
principle and fuzzy composition, respectively. The theory 
and design methods, characteristics such as stability, fixed 
points of type-II LDS, are studied. Furthermore, researches 
on equilibrium terms, invariant term set, period-doubling 
bifurcation and chaos behaviors of LDS are carried out [5]-
[8]. Recently, type-2 fuzzy logic is used in modeling, 
analysis of LDS and in the construction of the so-called 
word-cell [9]-[13]. 

A design procedure of linguistic controller of type-II 
LDS was presented in literature [6], which utilized fuzzy 
composition and a numerical iteration minimizing the loss of 
certainty in each iteration. The standard "defuzzifiers" were 
not needed in this procedure. Another linguistic feedback 
law design method [5], leading to an optimal linguistic 
controller, was introduced based on Hsu’s discrete method of 
optimal control and cell-to-cell mappings. In spite of lacking 

of detailed studies on this method, it is worth further 
investigation, for it provides a way to construct linguistic 
controller for LDS based on cell-to-cell mapping generated 
optimal control data of a system, rather than using data from 
human experience. Cell-to-cell mapping, introduced by Hsu 
[14]-[15], is a powerful computational tool for analyzing the 
global behavior of nonlinear systems. By partitioning a 
continuous phase space into a finite number of disjoint cells 
and approximating system trajectories as cell transitions, it 
can provide global measures of dynamic performance 
characteristics which are valuable in system analysis and 
controller design. After Hsu proposed the cell-to-cell 
mapping method to search for the optimal control law [16], it 
has caused considerable research interests. Researchers 
developed various improved approaches that incorporated 
the cell mapping method into fuzzy controller design and 
tuning [17]-[24], which are of great reference to linguistic 
controller design for LDS.   

This paper reviews controller design of LDS, the 
algorithms of fuzzy controller design and tuning through 
cell-to-cell mapping techniques. On this basis, the outline of 
linguistic controller design methods for LDS upon cell-to-
cell mapping is drawn. 

II. REVIEWS ON LINGUISTIC AND OPTIMAL FUZZY 

CONTROLLERS DESIGN  

A. Controller Design of Type-I and Type-II LDS 

To effectively study LDS, Wang defined two types of 
LDS systems, type-I LDS and type-II LDS[4]. 

A special kind LDS is fuzzy dynamic system and can be 
generated from conventional dynamic systems by using two 
methods, the fuzzy extension principle that leads to the a 
special case of type-I LDS, fuzzy compositions that leads to 
type-II LDS. And more specifically, a type-I LDS system is 
defined by a linguistic state space and conventional evolving 
law while both state space and conventional evolving law a 
type-II LDS system are of linguistic. And the evolving laws 
of a type-II LDS can be represented as fuzzy relations which 
comprise a series of rules with the form of “IF-THEN”. The 
antecedent and consequent of the rules are linguistic terms 
(words). Through the so-called abstracting process, a 
conventional dynamics system can be converted into a type-I 
LDS, and then the behaviors of a type-I LDS can be 
numerically studied with the α-cut mapping method. Since 
the evolving laws of type-I LDS are in the numerical domain, 
the controller can be directly constructed from its 
conventional counterpart by using fuzzy extension principle. 
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As to the controller design of type-II LDS, if the structure 
of conventional controller is known, a three-step design 
procedure is presented to establish a type-II linguistic 
controller. The three steps include abstracting linguistic 
model of the plant, abstracting linguistic model of sensors 
and abstracting linguistic model of actuators. On this basis, 
numerical procedures of solving type-II LDS controller can 
be performed. In [6] a similar design procedure of linguistic 
controller of type-II LDS, together with optimization 
procedure of the control policy, is introduced, which is also 
based on fuzzy extension principle. An optimal linguistic 
controller design method for a LDS using cell-to-cell 
mapping is outlined in [5]. By introducing cell state spaces 
on fuzzy hypercube for a LDS, it utilizes all the concepts and 
methods of cell state mapping, and the design of optimal 
controller for a LDS is turned into a standard dynamic 
programming problem with discrete states and control 
variables. 

Although previous researches mainly focus on generating 
linguistic controller for a LDS by fuzzy extension principle, 
there are some other ways worth exploring such as data 
mining, using expert’s knowledge and cell mapping based 
techniques etc. 

B. Fuzzy Controller Design Using Cell-to cell Mapping 
Techniques 

Several cell-state-based methods for designing optimal 
fuzzy controllers are described in this section. 

The design methodology of Vachtsevanos and 
coworkers[17], [18], [24] is similar to Hsu's approach except 
that it produces an optimal control table containing fuzzy 
rules. It partitions both state space and control variable 
ranges into sub-intervals called "cell-groups". The evolution 
of cell-groups in a cell map is evaluated by applying a 
control action (corresponding to the center-point of a cell in 
the control action space) as input to the system. After all the 
cell groups in the state space are examined for all possible 
control actions, the simulation process stops and this yields a 
large database containing information about the global 
behavior of the system for all possible inputs. And then a 
search algorithm is used to form an optimal control table like 
Hsu's DOC table. The final step is to generate optimal fuzzy 
control rules from the optimal table entries, which is 
accomplished by fuzzifying the borders of cells in the state 
space and control action space. Then linguistic values 
defined by triangular membership functions with centers 
located at the center-points of cells and ends located at the 
center-points of the adjacent cells are employed. The 
antecedents and consequents of the final fuzzy control rules 
are defined using the linguistic values for the cell state space 
and control action cell space, respectively. Due to the 
introduction of fuzzy interpretation, the designed fuzzy 
controller improves on the Hsu controller in that it produces 
smoother outputs with fewer oscillations and steady-state 
errors. But like the Hsu's optimal controller, the number of 
rules equals to the number of cell groups, which will result in 
large number of rules for high-order system.  

The Smith-Comer design technique [19]-[20] uses the 
least-mean-square algorithm to fine-tune a cell space 

approximation to an optimal control solution. It yields rule-
based Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy controller that approximates an 
optimal control table. This fuzzy controller is superior to 
Hsu’s optimal-table-based controller in that it produces 
smooth outputs with less oscillations, chattering, and steady-
state errors. It requires fewer rules than the Hsu’s and 
Vachtsevanos’ controllers [24]. 

The method of Hu, Tai and Shenoi [11]-[12] directly 
incorporates cell map information generated by Hsu's 
unravelling algorithm in a genetic algorithm for tuning 
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy controllers. It engages a simple, 
intuitive cell-map-based objective function for the genetic 
search. Since the cell map information over the entire region 
of operation is used as feedback in controller design, the 
methodology produces high-performance fuzzy controllers 
with "globally" time-optimal characteristic and maximal 
stability and controllability [24]. 

The so-called fuzzy cell-to-cell mapping method 
presented by Yen and his co-workers relaxes the requirement 
on the number of cells while in generating a sub-optimal 
fuzzy controller [22]. It uses the central cell and its 
neighboring cells for input variables. In application a 
triangular-type membership function is applied, where the 
closeness of the location of the state to the cell center defines 
the membership of the state to the cell. The inference rules 
are designed as the form of IF-THEN extracted from cell 
mapping based optimal control law searching procedure. 
Simulations and experimental results show that, even with 
coarse cellular structure this method can produce smooth 
control efforts and eliminates the problem of steady-state 
error accumulation caused by the inexact state description. 
The method is extended to the application of a high-order 
(six order) system, satellite attitude maneuvering and 
stabilizing control [23]. 

III. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION OF LINGUISTIC 

CONTROLLERS OF LDS USING CELL-TO-CELL MAPPING 

According to the previous reviews, if the structure of a 
conventional dynamic system is known, two approaches to 
construct optimal linguistic controller for LDS based on cell 
mapping techniques are outlined below. 

One approach, proposed in [5], is to find a linguistic 
feedback law that optimizes a linguistic performance index 
on fuzzy cell space (fuzzy hypercube). First a CDS is 
converted to a type-II LDS using fuzzy compositions. 
Endowing the LDS with a cellular structure by applying 
Kosko’s interpretation of fuzzy sets and Hsu’s cell-to-cell 
mapping, a fuzzy cell space on fuzzy hypercube is set up. A 
cell, or called a word cell, is represented by the cell center in 
the sense that all points in the cell have similar membership 
functions, considered as a single linguistic term. And then a 
linguistic performance index is established based on 
linguistic terms (fuzzy sets) form of states, controls, one-step 
cost, target etc. Then with cell-to-cell mappings, the design 
of optimal linguistic controller for a LDS becomes a standard 
dynamic programming problem with discrete states and 
control variables. Through a searching algorithms proposed 
in [25], an optimal control table is founded which provides 
the optimal control action at each word cell. The linguistic 
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controller of LDS appears as the rules extracted from the 
optimal control table. Fig.1 shows the diagram of the 
approach. 

 Figure 1. Linguistic controller design for LDS on fuzzy hypercube 

The other approach is characterized by adopting cell 
mapping techniques for construction of optimal controller 
directly on cell state space comparing to the previous one, 
shown in Fig.2. It starts with the building-up of a cellular 
structure for the CDS, and a performance index for control 
which may be converted from linguistic type of performance 
index. Optimal control table is generated through cell 
mapping based searching algorithm. Then different methods 
can be used to extract linguistic control laws from the 
optimal control table. Some important issues should be paid 
attention to during this process: how to mine and design the 
rules from the numerical information of the optimal cell 
mapping data, and how to achieve a balance between rule 
numbers and completeness of the controller. And the 
resultant linguistic optimal controller is, but is not limited to, 
in the form of fuzzy controller satisfying the performance 
index. In addition, some adjustments to the control laws 
should be taken, in some cases, to accommodate the structure 
of corresponding LDS. For example, if the antecedents and 
consequents of the rules extracted from the optimal control 
table do not corresponds exactly to the state terms and 
control terms of the LDS, corresponding relationship 
between them should be established by certain measures. 
The approach is outlined as follows 

 Figure 2. Linguistic controller design for LDS on cell state space 

An n-dimensional dynamic system we are considering 
can be represented by 

( ) +∈∈∈= RtRuRxtuxfx mn ,,,,           (1) 

where x  are the states, u  the control inputs, and f  is a 
nonlinear mapping. 

To construct optimal controller of the dynamic system 
with cell-to-cell mapping technique, a cellular structure can 
be introduced by dividing the continuous state space into 

finite discrete cells. Let xi, i=1,2,…,n, be a state variable of 
the state space, and let the xi-axis be divided into a large 
number of intervals of uniform size hi. The interval zi along 
the xi-axis contains all xi satisfying 

( ) ( ) iiiii hzxhz 2121 +<≤−                    (2) 

Thus endowing the state space with the cellular structure, 
an n-tuple of integers ( )nzzz ,,, 21   can be assigned to the 

cell of the cell space. Let the control output be a m-
dimensional vector 

[ ]TmuuuU ,,, 21 =                            (3) 

The number of the subintervals for each state variable is 
chosen in accordance to such considerations: ranges of 
variables and their resolution or accuracy requirements, 
computational complexity and implementation time 
limitations in practical application, the number of rules that 
are considered manageable in the sense of minimizing the 
heuristic search time, and the method used in construction of 
the controller etc. Intervalwise constant control is assumed 
which means that the control vector remains constant over 
one time interval. The dynamic system Eq. (1) can be 
transformed to or approximated by a dynamical system with 
discrete cell state space 

( ) TtUuZzktkukzCkz n ∈∈⊂=+ ,,,)(),(),()1(  (4) 

where T is the set of all admissible time intervals, and Z 
denotes integers. Then the dynamics of the system are 
expressed in terms of cell-to-cell mappings. 

The performance index for the control can be defined by 

( )
=

−Φ=
cn

j

jtjujzJ
1

)(),(),1(                      (5) 

where Φ is the one-step cost function. Let 

Nwwww <<<< 210  denote all the possible cost 

increments, where Nw is the number of all possible cost 
increments. Then the cost increment incurred by the nth 
interval control can be expressed as 

( ))(),(),1()( ktkukzkw −Φ=                   (6) 

Generally, optimization problem can mean minimum 
time (time-optimal), minimum energy, or minimum error etc. 
Then general form of cost function can be introduced as 

( )  ++=−Φ )()()()(),(),1( 2 kgkuktktkukz γβα   (7) 

where α, β, γ are coefficients, and g(k) denotes a non-
negative expression for certain physical quantity. For 
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example, g(k)=e2(k) can represent control errors, where e(k) 
denotes error between output and desired input. For a time-
optimal control problem, the coefficients can be set as α=1, 
β=γ=0.  

Next step is to establish the optimal control table with 
numerical computations in cell state space and searching 
algorithm. Hsu’s original searching method or some 
modified methods can be used. Once the optimal control 
table is obtained, a fuzzy controller, which is a kind of 
linguistic controller, can be constructed through various 
ways described as above. The controller comprises a 
number of rules in the form of IF <antecedent (conditions)> 
THEN <consequent (control action)>.  

So far, the construction process of linguistic controller 
occurs on the cell state space of the CDS. If the linguistic 
controller obtained can be used directly for the LDS 
converted from the corresponding CDS needs to be 
evaluated. Therefore, the final step of the process is to 
evaluate and adjust the linguistic controller for the LDS. 
Further studies are needed on this topic. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Linguistic controller design for LDS with cell-to-cell 
mapping method is concerned. The methods of linguistic 
controller design for LDS have been researched by Wang. 
And some techniques on optimal fuzzy controller design and 
tuning based on cell-to-cell mapping have been presented by 
researchers. Based on the reviews, two approaches to 
construct optimal linguistic controller for LDS using cell 
mapping techniques are outlined in this paper. One approach 
generates linguistic controller for LDS on fuzzy hypercube 
(fuzzy cell state space) based on the conversion from 
conventional dynamic system to LDS. For the other 
approach, an optimal fuzzy controller is first constructed 
with cell mapping techniques. And then fuzzy controller 
needs some adjustments for corresponding LDS if necessary. 
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